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ACM Books fills a unique space in the publishing domain, featuring books from across the entire spectrum of computer science. The series focuses on four kinds of books: graduate-level textbooks, research monographs, practitioner-level professional books, and books devoted to the history and social impact of computing.

Readers can trust ACM Books to reflect ACM’s ongoing commitment to:

- High-quality research
- Affordable pricing
- Long-term preservation of content
- Digital-first publication
- Meeting the needs of researchers, students, and practitioners
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<td>Text Data Management and Analysis: A Practical Introduction to Information Retrieval and Text Mining</td>
<td>Chengxiang Zhai, Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Sean Massung, Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign</td>
<td>ISBN: 9781970001167</td>
<td>DOI: 10.1145/2915031</td>
<td>© 2016</td>
<td>471 Pages</td>
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</tr>
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<td>The Handbook of Multimodal-Multisensor Interfaces, Volume 1: Foundations, User Modeling, and Common Modality Combinations</td>
<td>Sharon Oviatt, Inca Designs, Bjorn Schuller, Univ. of Passau &amp; Imperial College London, Philip Cohen, VoiceBox Technologies, Daniel Sonntag, German Research Center for AI, Gerasimos Potamianos, University of Thessaly, Antonio Kruger, German Research Center for AI</td>
<td>ISBN: 9781970001648</td>
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<td>Srigaresh Srihari, University of Queensland, Chern Han Yong, National University of Singapore, Limsoon Wong, National University of Singapore</td>
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The VR Book: Human-Centered Design for Virtual Reality
Jason Jerald, NextGen Interactions
Hardcover ISBN: 9781970001150 | DOI: 10.1145/3382097
Copyright © 2016 | 550 Pages

“Dr. Jerald has recognized a great need in our community and filled it. The VR Book is a scholarly and comprehensive treatment of the user interface dynamics surrounding the development and application of virtual reality. I have made it a required reading for my students and research colleagues. Well done!” - Prof. Tom Furness, University of Washington, VR Pioneer and Founder of HIT Lab International and the Virtual World Society

The Continuing Arms Race: Code-Reuse Attacks and Defenses
Per Larsen, Immunant, Inc., Ahmad-Reza Sadeghi, TU Darmstadt
ISBN: 9781970001808
DOI: 10.1145/3129743 | © 2018 | 302 Pages

Declarative Logic Programming: Theory, Systems, and Applications
Michael Kifer, Stony Brook University
Yanhong Annie Liu, Stony Brook University
ISBN: 9781970001969
DOI: 10.1145/3191315 | © 2018 | 616 Pages

The Handbook of Multimodal-Multisensor Interfaces, Volume 2: Signal Processing, Architectures, and Detection of Emotion and Cognition
Sharon Oviatt, Inca Designs
Bjorn Schuller, Univ. of Passau & Imperial College London
Philip Cohen, VoiceBox Technologies
Daniel Sonntag, German Research Center for AI
Gerasimos Potamianos, University of Thessaly
Antonio Kruger, German Research Center for AI
ISBN: 9781970001686
DOI: 10.1145/3107990 | © 2018 | 555 Pages

The Handbook of Multimodal-Multisensor Interfaces, Volume 3: Language Processing, Software, Commercialization, and Emerging Directions
Sharon Oviatt, Inca Designs
Bjorn Schuller, Univ. of Passau & Imperial College London
Philip Cohen, VoiceBox Technologies
Daniel Sonntag, German Research Center for AI
Gerasimos Potamianos, University of Thessaly
Antonio Kruger, German Research Center for AI
ISBN: 9781970001723
DOI: 10.1145/3233795 | © 2019 | 814 Pages

Hardness of Approximation Between P and NP
Aviad Rubinstein, Stanford University
ISBN: 9781947487208
DOI: 10.1145/3241304 | © 2019 | 321 Pages

The Essentials of Modern Software Engineering: Free the Practices from the Method Prisons!
Ivar Jacobson, Ivar Jacobson International
Harold Bud Lawson, Lawson Konsult AB
Pan-Wei Ng, DBS Bank
Paul E. McMahon, PEM Systems
Michael Goedicke, Universitat Duisburg-Essen
ISBN: 9781947487246
DOI: 10.1145/3277669 | © 2019 | 399 Pages

The first course in software engineering is the most critical. Education must start from an understanding of the heart of software development, from familiar ground that is common to all software development endeavors. This book is an in-depth introduction to software engineering that uses a systematic, universal kernel to teach the essential elements of all software engineering methods.

Making Databases Work: The Pragmatic Wisdom of Michael Stonebraker
Michael L. Brodie, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
ISBN: 9781947487161
DOI: 10.1145/3226595 | © 2019 | 730 Pages
Event Mining for Explanatory Modeling
Laleh Jalali, Hitachi America Ltd. R&D
Ramesh Jain, University of California, Irvine
ISBN: 9781450384834
DOI: 10.1145/3462257 | © 2021 | 167 Pages

Software: A Technical History
Kim W. Tracy, Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology
ISBN: 9781450387255
DOI: 10.1145/3477339 | © 2021 | 358 Pages

The Handbook on Socially Interactive Agents
20 Years of Research on Embodied Conversational Agents, Intelligent Virtual Agents, and Social Robotics, Volume 1: Establishing SIA Research, Appearance and Behaviour, Social Cognition
Birgit Lugrin, University of Wurzburg
Catherine Pelachaud, Sorbonne University
David Traum, University of Southern California
ISBN: 9781450387217
DOI: 10.1145/3477322 | © 2021 | 538 Pages

Theories of Programming: The Life and Works of Tony Hoare
Cliff B. Jones, Newcastle University
Jayadev Misra, University of Texas at Austin
ISBN: 9781450387293
DOI: 10.1145/3477355 | © 2021 | 452 Pages

Applied Affective Computing
Leimin Tian, Monash University
Sharon Oviatt, Monash University
Michal Muszynski, University of Geneva
Brent Chamberlain, Utah State University
Jennifer Healey, Adobe
Akane Sano, Rice University
ISBN: 9781450395915
DOI: 10.1145/3502398 | © 2022 | 308 Pages

Probabilistic and Causal Inference: The Works of Judea Pearl
Hector Geffner, Catalan Institute of Advanced Research
Rina Dechter, University of California, Irvine
Joseph Halpern, Cornell University
ISBN: 9781450395878
DOI: 10.1145/3501714 | © 2022 | 994 Pages

James L. Pelkey, Santa Fe Institute
Andrew L. Russell, SUNY Polytechnic Institute in Utica
Loring G. Robbins, Freelance Writer
ISBN: 9781450397278
DOI: 10.1145/3502372 | © 2022 | 632 Pages
While the overall story of this new edition is the same as previous, the examples have been brought up to date and applied in a modern setting, where enterprise and global data come together as a living, linked network of data.
Linking the World’s Information: Essays on Tim Berners-Lee’s Invention of the World Wide Web
Oshani Seneviratne, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
James Hendler, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Copyright © 2023 - April

Sir Tim Berners-Lee won the 2016 A.M. Turing Prize “for inventing the World Wide Web, the first Web browser, and the fundamental protocols and algorithms allowing the Web to scale.” This book is a compilation of articles on the original vision for the Web, as well as the subsequent research and development work he has led to help realize the Web’s full potential.

From Algorithms to Thinking Machines
Domenico Talia, University of Calabria
This book uses an informative style to present the concepts of algorithms, data and computation and discuss the role of algorithms and computers in ruling and shaping the world in which we live and work. The main goal is to help readers to clearly understand the power and impact of pervasive use of algorithms on human lives. The book combines a popular approach with a well-founded scientific description aiming at discussing both principles and applications of algorithms, Big Data, and machine intelligence.

High Performance, Low Energy, and Trustworthy Blockchains Using Satellites
Dennis Shasha, New York University

Rendering History: The Women of ACM-W
Gloria Childress Townsend, DePauw University
Rendering History allows a sample of ACM-W members to inspire and motivate by narrating accounts of their lives. The description of ACM-W’s projects, an annotated bibliography and the personal stories comprise a fully-formed history of ACM-W.

Spatial Gems, Volume 2
John Krumm, Microsoft Research

The Societal Impacts of Algorithmic Decision-Making
Manish Raghavan, Harvard University

Formal Methods for Safe Autonomy
Chuchu Fan, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

AI and Society
Yevgeniy Vorobeychik, Washington University
Ayan Mukhopadhyay, Vanderbilt University

Big Sequence Management and Analytics
Themis Palpanas, Paris Descartes University
Kostas Zoumpatianos, Harvard University

Our Digital Dreams Have Become Nightmares
Ron Baecker, University of Toronto

Pick, Click, Flick! The History of Interaction Techniques
Brad A. Myers, Carnegie Mellon University
This book provides a comprehensive study of the many ways to interact with computers and computerized devices. It begins with a history of the invention and development of these techniques, discusses the various options used today, and continues into the future with state-of-the-art research. It features summaries of interviews with the original inventors of interaction techniques such as David Canfield Smith (the desktop and icons), Larry Tesler (copy/paste), Ted Selker (IBM TrackPoint pointing stick), Loren Brichter (Pull-to-Refresh), and many others. Sections of the book also cover how to use, model, implement, and evaluate new interaction techniques.

Curiosity, Clarity, and Caring: How Jim Gray’s Passion for Learning, Teaching, and People Changed Computing
Pat Helland, Microsoft Corporation

The Works of Barbara Liskov
Maurice Herlihy, Brown University

Functional Data Structures and Algorithms
Tobias Nipkow et al, TU Muenchen

Science of Software Product Lines
Don Batory, University of Texas

Advanced Topics in Information Retrieval
Omar Alonso, Microsoft
Ricardo Baeza-Yates, Pompeu Fabra University

Behavior Informatics
Longbing Cao, Macquarie University
PURCHASING INFORMATION – ACADEMIC INSTITUTIONS

ACM Books pricing is based on an ownership model that provides perpetual access rights for customers purchasing an entire collection of ACM Books. The ACM Books Institutional Access Model provides unlimited, site-wide access for all authorized users with no DRM restrictions and fully integrated functionality within the ACM Digital Library platform. When an institution purchases a Collection, access will be turned on in the ACM Digital Library for all published books in that Collection. As new titles are published in the Collection, they will become accessible to all users within the institution’s IP-authenticated domain.

For Academic Institutions, pricing is based on several factors, including:
- ACM Digital Library Tiering, which is based on number of students and faculty at participating institutions
- Participation in various academic library consortia
- Economic discounts based on the World Bank List of Economies
- Pre-publication discounts based on content in development
- Number of collections purchased

ACM Books pricing is provided in U.S. dollars. To determine your institutional tier, please contact: acmbooks-info@acm.org

### Academic Tier Pricing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tier</th>
<th>List Price</th>
<th>Consortium Discounted Price</th>
<th>Pre-Pub Price (Collection III)</th>
<th>Bundled Price (Multiple Collections)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tier 1</td>
<td>$1,500</td>
<td>$1,425</td>
<td>$1,425</td>
<td>$1,350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tier 2</td>
<td>$2,500</td>
<td>$2,375</td>
<td>$2,375</td>
<td>$2,250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tier 3</td>
<td>$4,000</td>
<td>$3,800</td>
<td>$3,800</td>
<td>$3,600</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1https://datahelpdesk.worldbank.org/knowledgebase/articles/906519-world-bank-country-and-lending-groups

PURCHASING INFORMATION - CORPORATIONS & GOVERNMENT INSTITUTIONS

For Corporations, pricing is based on several factors, including:
- Annual revenues
- Number of sites
- Pre-publication discounts based on content in development

ACM Books pricing is provided in U.S. dollars. To determine your tier, please contact acmbooks-info@acm.org.

For Government Institutions, the list price is $2,500 per collection, with pre-publication and multi-collection discounts available. Please contact us for a multi-site quote.

### Corporate Tier Pricing

<table>
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<tr>
<th>Tier</th>
<th>List Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
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<tr>
<td>Tier 1</td>
<td>$2,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tier 2</td>
<td>$3,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tier 3</td>
<td>$4,500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>